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PHASE TRANSITIONS IN SIMPLE CLUSTERSR. S. Berry a, B. M. Smirnov b*aDepartment of Chemistry, University of Chiago60637, Chiago, IL USAbInstitute for High Temperatures of Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 10 January 2005Formation of the liquid state of lusters with pairwise interations between atoms is examined within the frame-work of the void model, in whih on�gurational exitation of atoms results from formation of voids. Voidparameters are found from omputer simulation by moleular dynamis methods for Lennard� Jones lusters.From that standpoint, phase transitions are analyzed in terms of two aggregate states. This information allowsus to divide the entropy jump during a solid�liquid phase transition into two parts: one orresponds to on-�gurational exitation at zero temperature and the other arises from thermal vibrations of atoms. The latterpart ontributes approximately 40% for Lennard� Jones lusters onsisting of 13 and 55 atoms, inreasing to56% for bulk inert gases. These magnitudes explain the validity of melting riteria based on thermal motion ofatoms, even though the distintive mehanism of this phase transition results from on�gurational exitations.It is shown that the void onept allows analyzing various aspets of the liquid state of lusters inluding theexistene of a limiting freezing temperature below whih no metastable liquid state exists, and the existeneand properties of glassy states that may exist below the freezing limit.PACS: 61.20.Gy, 61.25.Bi, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.Dv1. INTRODUCTIONClusters, being systems of relatively small �nitenumbers of bound atoms, di�er from marosopiatomi systems in several properties. Their solid statesare haraterized by sharp, nonmonotoni dependeneof their population on the number of omponent atoms.The most striking aspet is the ourrene of �maginumbers� that orresponds to ompleted atomi shells,often of polyhedra rather than latties. In experiments,these favorable strutures exhibit heightened popula-tions and stabilities, see, e.g., [1�3℄. In the subsequentanalysis, we fous on lusters with pairwise interationsbetween atoms. In this ase, the pairwise harater andmagnitude of the interation means that the interationenergies between atoms of a luster are small omparedwith a typial eletroni exitation energy. This rite-rion is valid for lusters of inert gas atoms and lus-ters of moleules typially found in a gaseous state un-der normal onditions. (It does not hold for ovalentlybound lusters or metalli lusters.) We onsider the*E-mail: smirnov�oivtran.iitp.ru

phase hange of lusters between the solid and liquidstates and examine how it di�ers in priniple from thetraditional melting/freezing transition in marosopisystems. Indeed, the phase transition in marosopisystems proeeds by a sharp step in spei� proper-ties, and hene, in lassial thermodynamis, there arephase transitions of the �rst and seond orders [4�9℄,depending on the behavior of the derivatives of spe-i� thermodynamial quantities. In the luster ase,omputer simulation exhibits oexistene of the solidand liquid phases [10�13℄ over some �nite tempera-ture and pressure band that makes the phase hangeof lusters riher than for marosopi systems, and,in a sense, makes the lassial thermodynami lassi�-ation of phase transitions, based on spei� disonti-nuities, inappliable here, even while the basi laws ofthermodynamis remain ompletely valid. Beause ofthe oexistene of aggregate states in the phase hangeof lusters, dividing the phase transitions into sharplydivided types loses its sense.The phase transition is a olletive phenomenonthat results from simultaneous interation of many1282



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005 Phase transitions in simple lustersatoms. Therefore, simple analytial one-partile mod-els are not suitable for its analysis. In onsidering thephase hange in lusters, we use the results of omputersimulation for lusters whose atoms interat throughthe Lennard � Jones potential. We fous mainly on theliquid state of these systems, whose properties dependmonotonially on the number of luster atoms, in on-trast to the solid state, whih exhibits its irregular de-pendene (with magi numbers) on the number of lus-ter atoms. As a result of melting, the rystalline distri-bution of atoms is lost, and the liquid state has moreor less amorphous struture, although a shell-like dis-tribution of atoms may be onserved to some degree.The aim of this paper is the analysis of some proper-ties of liquid luster systems on the basis of appropriatemodels. In onstruting our model, we must take thespei�s of the luster liquid state into aount. Ingeneral, this an follow from the probability of the to-tal kineti energy of luster atoms held at onstant en-ergy, for example, as was done in [11℄ for the Lennard �Jones luster of 13 atoms. Here, this probability has abimodal form in a range of internal energies near thestate of lassial melting, i.e., where the hemial po-tentials of the solid and liquid states are equal. (Foronveniene, we here refer to this state as the �meltingpoint�.) The two maxima of this distribution and theirviinities orrespond to two aggregate states, solid andliquid.In modelling a large liquid luster with pair intera-tions between atoms by a spherial liquid drop, we takeinto aount that atoms in this aggregate state oupya larger volume than in the solid state. Then we anonsider the luster's transition from solid to liquid asa result of formation of voids inside the luster [14℄. Weonsider a void as an elementary on�guration exita-tion. A void is a perturbed, even a relaxed, vaany;in ontrast to a vaany in a solid, a void has an indef-inite volume and shape that hanges in time. On thebasis of omputer simulation results, we �nd the av-erage void parameters as they emerge for marosopiinert gases [15�19℄ on the basis of their measured pa-rameters. This allows us to analyze various aspets ofthe phase transitions in ondensed inert gases as wellas in Lennard � Jones lusters.Introdution of a void as an elementary on�gura-tion exitation is in reality a simpli�ation of a generalanalysis of the potential energy surfae of an ensem-ble of interating atoms [20℄. In a multidimensionalspae of atomi oordinates, the potential energy sur-fae for an atomi ensemble with pairwise interationsonsists of many potential wells separated by saddles[13; 21�24℄. Evolution of this ensemble is desribed by

saddle-rossing dynamis [23℄. In partiular, a lus-ter is found near a minimum of the potential energylong enough to equilibrate its vibrations; transition toa neighboring minimum typially proeeds relativelyslowly by omparison [25℄. (Of ourse, if there areminima separated by low barriers, equilibration amongthese may our on the same time sale as vibrationalrelaxation, and an be treated appropriately.) First,this leads to a short-range, short-duration order for anyamorphous struture of atoms, beause eah on�gura-tion of atoms is preserved for a relatively long time(suh that the atomi kineti energy is not very large).Seond, this allows us to introdue an average void byaveraging parameters over times that exeed the typialvibrational period but are shorter than typial well-to-well passages. This allows us to separate on�gurationexitation that is responsible for the phase transitionfrom vibrational exitation assoiated with an inreaseof the kineti energy of the atoms. This fat is of im-portane for the analysis of the phase transition.We note that the phase hange in lusters is riherand more ompliated than in bulk systems. In par-tiular, the sharp onset of a liquid state is absent forLennard � Jones lusters of 8 and 14 atoms (and oth-ers) [26℄; these are examples of systems that do notshow bimodal distributions of kineti energies on timesales of vibrational relaxation. In addition, large lus-ters an exhibit several aggregate states assoiated withmelting of various atomi shells [27, 28℄. Below, we fo-us on lusters with ompleted atomi shells and on-sider melting of surfae shells. In these ases, the melt-ing proess is learer and more easily distinguished.First, beause the surfae shell ontains a onsiderablefration of the luster's atoms, the statistial weight ofon�gurationally exited states with voids in the sur-fae shell is relatively large, as is the entropy of tran-sition to this state. This leads to a stable liquid statefor the surfae layer of these lusters, as well as a stateomposed entirely of liquid. Next, in ontrast to the liq-uid state of bulk systems, where a void di�ers learlyfrom the vaany in a solid, a surfae void in a not-so-large luster an be onsidered a perturbed vaany.For example, the energy of formation of a void in theliquid state of a bulk inert gase is approximately halfthe energy of formation of a vaany in the solid stateof a bulk inert gas [15�17℄. In the ase of lusters un-der onsideration, the energy di�erene of formationof surfae vaanies and voids is not very large, andhene a void an be onsidered a perturbed vaany.This failitates the analysis.Beause some onepts of lassial thermodynamisof marosopi systems are not valid for lusters, it is1283 7*



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005neessary to revise some of those onepts in order toapply them to lusters. In partiular, the phase of anaggregate state is de�ned in lassial thermodynamisas a uniform distribution of atoms that is restrited byboundaries. From the standpoint of the void onept,this means that the liquid aggregate state as a on�gu-rationally exited state has to ontain many elementaryexitations � voids. To transfer this onept to smalllusters, it is neessary to revise the de�nition, to bedone in what follows.The void onept gives a su�iently detailed pi-ture of the liquid aggregate state, in omparison withlassial thermodynamis, and allows us to resolve itsapparent paradoxes. As an example, we onsider theriterion of the phase transition for marosopi sys-tems. Aording to the widely used Lindemann ri-terion [29, 30℄, bulk melting proeeds at the tempera-ture at whih the ratio of the atomi osillation ampli-tude to the distane between nearest neighbors reahesa ertain value (10�15%). Development of numerialmethods for omputer luster simulation gave new vari-ants of this riterion of luster melting on the basis ofthe Etters �Kaelberer parameter [31�33℄ or Berry pa-rameter [12, 34℄; these aount for pair orrelations inpositions of atoms. These parameters have jumps atmelting and, as with the Lindemann riterion, are on-neted with thermal motion of atoms, even though themelting results from on�gurational exitation. Hene,there is an apparent ontradition between the natureof the phase transition in ensembles of bound atomsdue to on�gurational exitation and the pratial ri-teria for this transition based on thermal motion ofatoms. The subsequent analysis of numerial parame-ters of this phase transition exhibits the resolution ofthis apparent ontradition.Although vibrational exitation of �nite and �in�-nite� numbers of bound atoms that haraterizes ther-mal motion of atoms is separated from on�gurationexitation that is responsible for the phase transition,thermal motion of atoms gives a ontribution to the en-tropy jump �S at the melting point, beause the solidstate is more ompat than the liquid aggregate state.Re�eting just the thermal (kineti energy) part of theentropy jump, the vibrational parameters neverthelesssimultaneously haraterize the phase transition. Byexhibiting the onnetion between the on�gurationaland kineti-energy aspets, the void analysis justi�esapplying the melting riteria based on thermal motionof atoms.The goal of this paper is the analysis of Lennard �Jones lusters with ompleted shells from the stand-point of the void onept. This onsists in obtaining

the void parameters from treatment of numerial om-puter alulations and in the analysis of these data toonnet the two kinds of exitation.2. CHARACTER OF CLUSTERCONFIGURATIONAL EXCITATIONWe onsider an ensemble of interating atoms inwhih the ground eletroni state is well separated fromeletronially exited states, and these exited states donot partake in evolution of the atomi ensemble, i.e.,development of this system an be desribed in termsof motion on the potential energy surfae (PES) in amultidimensional spae of nulear oordinates, and thisPES orresponds to the eletron ground state. ThePES has many loal minima, whih was disovered in�rst numerial alulations of the luster energy at zerotemperature for a simple harater of atomi intera-tions [35�37℄. Early algorithms that made oversimpli-fying assumptions about the potential landsape led tounderestimations of the number of minima, but withinreasing the omputing power, more elaborate meth-ods made it possible to explore these landsapes fairlythoroughly and to obtain plausible estimates regard-ing the dependene of the number of minima on thenumber n of atoms in the luster. For Lennard � Joneslusters, the number of geometrially distint minimainreases somewhat faster than exponentially with n;there are roughly n! permutational isomers of eah ofthese, and hene the total number inreases roughlyas n! exp(an) [21; 36�39℄. As a result, luster evolutiononsists of transitions between neighboring loal min-ima of PES that orrespond to saddle-rossing dynam-is [13; 22�24℄. This onept is a basis for investigationof various ensembles of interating atoms, from simplelusters to biologial moleules [20; 24℄.The harater of transitions between neighbor-ing minima of PES is given in Fig. 1, whih showsshemati projetions of a PES on planes in the spaeof atomi oordinates where only the oordinate relatedto a spei� transition between two loal minima of thePES varies. (These planes are di�erent for eah tran-sition.) Energy levels for eah well indiate an averageatomi energy along the oordinate of the transition.Beause this energy is signi�antly less than the barrierheight, suh transitions proeed seldom, only when thekineti energy of atoms in the transition degree of free-dom exeeds its average energy adequately. Hene, thesystem has many osillations inside a given well until ittransfers to another loal minimum of the PES. Then1284
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Fig. 1. The evolution of an ensemble of atoms in theground eletron state as the propagation of a point inthe phase spae of atomi oordinates resulting fromtransition between neighboring loal minima of the po-tential energy surfae
identifying a given loal (but not global) minimum ofthe PES as a on�gurational exitation of the systemof interating atoms, we an separate it from thermalmotion assoiated with atomi osillations. This allowsus to onsider the on�gurational exitation indepen-dently of vibrational exitations and is the basis of thefollowing analysis. Moreover, taking a realisti assump-tion that a typial time of establishment of the ther-modynami equilibrium for thermal motion of atoms isshort ompared to a typial time of transition betweenloal minima of the PES, we an introdue the tem-perature of thermal motion of bound atoms for eahon�guration exitation.We use an approah based on the assumption of alarge number of loal minima on the PES. In partiular,the Lennard � Jones luster of 13 atoms is haraterizedby 1478 loal minima and 17357 saddle points of thepotential energy surfae [22℄; early estimates found only988 loal minima [35, 36℄. As noted above, the numberof geometrially distint loal minima inreases roughlyexponentially with inreasing the number n of atomsin the luster [20, 21, 38℄. We onstrut an aggregatestate from on�gurationally exited states. Restritingourselves to the loal minima of the PES that are o-upied with a nonnegligible probability in a range ofluster temperatures under onsideration, we join theloal minima with similar exitation energies into oneaggregate state. Beause of the large number of suhloal minima, the aggregate state is haraterized by alarge statistial weight and, orrespondingly, by a largeentropy, and hene the probability for a luster to befound in this aggregate state may be onsiderable, evenwhen the exitation energy is signi�antly less than kT .Below, we illustrate this de�nition of the luster aggre-gate state with examples.

Fig. 2. The harater of the lowest on�gurational exi-tation in the iosahedral luster onsisting of 13 atomsat zero temperature3. CONFIGURATIONAL EXCITATION OF THEICOSAHEDRAL CLUSTER OF 13 ATOMSDividing luster exitations into two parts, on�gu-rational and vibrational, we onsider these parts inde-pendent. Next, for on�gurational exitation, we usethe void model, onsidering this exitation as a resultof formation of voids. Then we an express the param-eters of the phase transition and other luster proper-ties through the parameters of forming voids. We re-strit ourselves to lusters with ompleted shells, whihsimpli�es this analysis beause a void, an elementaryon�gurational exitation, is in reality a perturbed va-any.We start the analysis of on�gurational exitationfrom the simplest luster with ompleted shells thathas the iosahedral struture and onsists of 13 atoms.In the lowest-energy state, its �rst (and only) shell is�lled. Con�gurational exitation of this luster onsistsin transition of one atom from the surfae shell to theluster surfae as shown in Fig. 2. After formation of avaany on the luster shell, the atoms around the va-any are distributed over a larger spae due to thermalmotion, and the promoted atom moves over the lustersurfae more freely than any of the other atoms. As aresult of the on�gurational transition, an exited lus-ter state has the statistial weight g and the additionalentropy �S0 given byg = 12 � 15 = 180; �S0 = ln g = 5:2: (1)Here, the value 12 is the number of shell atoms, anyof whih an be promoted, and 15 is the number ofpositions for a promoted atom if it is not in a site bor-dering the new vaany. It is important that thermalmotion of atoms gives a ontribution to these values1285



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005near the melting point beause of the free motion ofbound atoms in this on�gurationally exited state.We now determine energeti parameters of thistransition. In the ground state, eah surfae atom ofthis iosahedral luster has �ve atoms from the sur-fae shell and the entral atom as nearest neighbors.The pairwise interations therefore yield six �bonds�to these atoms. When this atom is loated on the lus-ter surfae, it has only three nearest neighbors. Thenthe energy of this atomi transition onto the hollowbetween three atoms on the luster surfae is roughlyequal to 3D, where D is the energy needed to breakone bond. (We assume atoms to be lassial, and henethe depth of the potential well D for the two-atom in-teration oinides with the dissoiation energy of adiatomi moleule.) Next, if a surfae atom is trans-ferred to a neighboring position on the luster surfae,it retains two bonds between nearest neighbors as itmakes the transition between neighboring hollows onthe luster surfae. Hene, for this transition, an atommust overome the barrier whose magnitude is roughly1D. Figure 3 gives the energies of these states at zerotemperature and the values of barriers that separatethem for the Lennard � Jones interation potential be-tween atoms [40℄. We see that the di�erene betweenthe data in Fig. 3 and the above values is not substan-tial. Hene, our onsideration of an elementary on�g-urational exitation, a void, as a perturbed vaany isjusti�ed.Figure 3 gives the energies of these states at zerotemperature and the values of barriers that separatethem [40℄. As a result of on�gurational exitation, anatom transfers from the shell of 12 atoms, as shown inFig. 2. For this transition, an atom must overome abarrier; likewise, transitions to other positions on theluster surfae are aompanied by overoming ener-geti barriers. Inreasing the energy failitates tran-sitions between di�erent stable positions on the lus-ter surfae, as well as exhanges between a on�gura-tionally exited atom and another one. All on�gu-rationally exited states with promotion of one atomare onneted in the liquid state, and hene the systemmay �nd all permutations among the atoms of any at-tainable struture. This follows from the data in Fig. 3.Thus, all the on�gurational states with one atom pro-moted from the outer shell omprise the lowest-energyexited aggregate state.We now analyze the harater of on�gurational ex-itation of this luster in the phase oexistene rangewhere thermal motion of atoms in�uenes the transi-tion parameters. We base this on the results of om-puter simulation of the Lennard � Jones luster of 13

atoms [11℄, in whih this luster is onsidered a mem-ber of a miroanonial ensemble [41℄, i.e., the totalluster energy is onserved during the luster's evolu-tion. In a partiular band of energies, the probabilitydistribution of the total kineti energy (or mean kinetienergy per atom) of the luster beomes the bimodaldistribution, whih on�rms the existene of the ag-gregate states in the dynami equilibrium in this ase(solid and liquid). Therefore, in this range, we antreat the results of omputer simulation [11℄ in termsof a dynami equilibrium of two aggregate states. Thiswas ful�lled partially in [42�44℄, and we give the resultsof this treatment below.We now give general formulas of this onsiderationin whih the results of numerial alulations are om-pared with simple formulas that re�et a simple on-ept. For the lassial motion of bound atoms inside theluster, we represent the energy E of a luster onsist-ing of n atoms, with a pair interation between them,in the formE = U +K =Xi;j u(rij) + m2 Xi �dridt �2 : (2)Here, U is the total potential energy, K is the totalkineti energy of atoms, u(rij) is the pair interationpotential between atoms at a distanerij = ri � rj ;where ri and rj are the atomi oordinates, and m isthe atomi mass. This formula is the basis of our anal-ysis of luster omputer simulations. We onsider theproperties of two terms of this formula, taking into a-ount that thermal equilibrium is usually establishedfor atomi vibrations. This allows us to introduethe atomi temperature T , with the motion of atomstreated as that of a set of harmoni osillators. Theluster temperature is de�ned from the relationK = 32nT; (3)where n � 1 and the total kineti energy of atomsis averaged over times muh longer than the periodof atomi osillation. A typial osillation time � foratoms an be expressed through the Debye frequeny!D as � � 1!D � ~D: (4)We note that for a miroanonial ensemble, this de�-nition of the e�etive temperature, although useful andwidely hosen, is not the only one, and di�erent de�ni-tions are not equivalent [45℄.1286
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Fig. 3. The energy and barrier positions for the lowest on�gurational exitations of the Lennard � Jones luster onsistingof 13 atoms aording to [40℄The global minimum of the potential energy surfaeof this luster has the struture of a regular iosahe-dron, and it orresponds to the luster's ground state,its equilibrium state at zero temperature. Transitionsfrom the global minimum to other loal minima of thepotential energy surfae for a 13-atom luster are re-sponsible for the phase transition to the liquid aggre-gate state. Figure 3 gives the energies of the loweston�gurationally exited states of this luster at zerotemperature and the values of barriers that separatethem [40℄. As a result of on�gurational exitation, anatom transfers from the shell of 12 atoms, as shownin Fig. 2. At high temperatures, the lowest on�gu-rationally exited state is the liquid aggregate state,whih is to be justi�ed below.The energy of an isolated luster of 13 atoms in theenergy range where both solid and liquid may be stablean be represent asE = �E0+Eex = Uksol+Ksol = �E+Ukliq+Kliq; (5)where E0 is the binding energy of luster atoms at zerotemperature, Eex is the exitation energy, Ksol andKliq are the total kineti energies of atoms for the solidand liquid luster states, Uksol and Ukliq are the averagepotential energies of the luster for the kth loal min-imum of the potential energy surfae, and �E is theaverage exitation energy above the energy needed to

reah Ukliq required to produe the labile liquid aggre-gate state. The values in this formula are averaged overtimes that exeed a typial time of atom osillations butare less than a typial transition time between lusteraggregate states. Within the framework of this onsid-eration, we join energetially similar loal minima ofthe luster potential energy into one aggregate state,assuming the transitions between loal minima of thesame aggregate state to be more e�etive than transi-tions between states that belong to di�erent aggregatestates. In other words, we assume that the system, al-though liquid, explores the loal minima available toit far more frequently than it returns to the solid withwhih it is in the dynami equilibrium on long enoughtime sales.We introdue the e�etive temperature for a givenaggregate state of the luster on the basis of a formulatransformed from formula (3):T = 23n� 6K = 2K33 ; (6)where n = 13 is the number of luster atoms, and theenergy fration � related to the kineti energy of atomsis �sol = KsolEex ; �liq = KliqEex ��E : (7)If atomi motion is a ombination of harmoni osilla-tors, we have � = 0:5. Anharmoniity of the osillations1287
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Eex/DFig. 4. The dependene on the exitation energy for theenergy part related to the kineti energy of atoms foran isolated Lennard � Jones luster of 13 atoms. Thisvalue is idential for the solid and liquid luster states.The arrow indiates the exitation energy of the phasetransition wsol = wliqtypially leads to a derease of this value, and �(Eex)dereases with an inrease of Eex. Treatment of theresults of omputer simulation [11℄ for this luster bythe method in [43℄ gives the dependene �(Eex) that isrepresented in Fig. 4. We note that�sol(Eex) = �liq(Eex)within the limits of the result auray, while this quan-tity has di�erent values for the solid and liquid statesat idential temperatures. This value starts from�(Eex = 0) = 0:5;where the system an be desribed in terms of harmoniosillators and dereases monotonially with inreas-ing the exitation energy beause of the inreasing roleof anharmoniity of the dominant strething modes1).Hene, the parameter � haraterizes the in�uene ofthe anharmoniity in atomi motion of an isolated lus-ter as the exitation energy inreases.From these data, we have the exitation energy ofthe luster liquid state,1) Some modes, notably bending modes in moleules and, athigh energies, high-frequeny phonons in large lusters and solids,may have negative anharmoniities. For suh systems, this lineof reasoning requires further srutiny. But for lusters of at leastseveral hundred atoms, it is a valid assumption that the anhar-moniity redues the spaing of the relevant modes as the energyinreases.

�E = Ksol �Kliq�(Eex) == Eex�1� KliqKsol� = 2:49� 0:05: (8)Comparison of formula (8) with the data in Fig. 3 forthe exitation energies at zero energy shows that thedi�erene of these energies is not signi�ant. In on-trast to this, the ratio of the energy of void formationfor bulk inert gases to the vaany energy formation isapproximately one half. The energy of void formationat the melting point Tm = 0:29D allows us to �nd theentropy jump of the bulk system at the melting point�Sm = �ETm = 8:6� 0:2: (9)Comparing this with the entropy jump �S0 of the lus-ter at zero temperature aording to formula (1), we�nd �S0�Sm � 0:6: (10)Thus, the di�erent harater of atom motion in thesolid ompat aggregate state and in the liquid aggre-gate state with its sparser distribution of atoms in-reases the entropy jump.An isolated luster, viewed as a miroanonial en-semble of atoms, is haraterized by two temperaturesif it an be found in two aggregate states only. Thesetemperatures are determined by formula (6) for eahaggregate state, and ignoring the anharmoniity, whihgives � = 0:5, we use formula (8) to obtain the di�er-ene of the atomi temperatures Tsol and Tliq of thesolid and liquid aggregate states near the melting point:Tsol � Tliq = 2�E33 � 0:15D: (11)Figure 5 gives the values of these temperatures for theLennard � Jones luster of 13 atoms as a funtion of theluster exitation energy, and these data follow fromtreatment of the omputer simulation results [11℄ forthis luster. Along with these temperatures, we anintrodue the on�gurational luster temperature Tefthat follows from the equilibrium between the solid andliquid luster states aording to the formulawliqwsol = exp���FTef � = exp���ETef +�S� ; (12)where wsol and wliq are the respetive probabilities forthe luster to be found in the solid or liquid states and�F is the free energy jump at melting. The on�gu-rational temperature is determined by populations ofthe solid and liquid aggregate states. Figure 5 gives1288



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005 Phase transitions in simple lustersthe dependene of the on�gurational temperature onthe luster exitation energy. The on�gurational tem-perature tends to the solid temperature in the limit oflow temperatures, and to the liquid temperature in thelimit of high temperatures.4. CONFIGURATIONAL EXCITATION OF THEICOSAHEDRAL CLUSTER OF 55 ATOMSWe onsider a luster as a member of a anoni-al ensemble [41℄, when it is maintained under isother-mal onditions. Experimentally [46�49℄, this onditionan be reahed when lusters are loated in a gas oflight (usually, helium) atoms that ollide with lustersand metalli walls maintained at a ertain temperature.Collisions establish the wall temperature for eah lus-ter if the typial time for equilibration to a gas temper-ature as a result of ollisions with the atomi heat bathis short ompared to a typial dwell time of the lusterin eah aggregate state. As earlier, we assume the ex-istene of the two aggregate states [42�44℄ and use thedynami oexistene of phases in lusters [11; 50�52℄within a temperature range; in other words, we assumethat part of the time, the luster is found in one ag-gregate state and in the remainder, it is found in theother. In addition, while the luster is in eah aggre-gate state, vibrational equilibrium is established [25℄,and hene the temperature of bound atoms for eahaggregate state oinides with the thermostat temper-ature if the luster is in a anonial ensemble [41℄. Inthis ase, the probability wliq that the luster is foundin the liquid state is given by the formula [18, 43, 44℄wliq = p1 + p ;p = exp���FT � = exp��S � �ET � ; (13)where T is the luster temperature (whih oinideswith the thermostat temperature), �E is the energy ofon�gurational exitation, �S is the entropy jump asa result of melting, and �F is a hange of the free en-ergy. The parameters of the phase transition �E and�S determine the behavior of the luster heat apaity,whih we onnet with the luster heat apaity thatan be alulated from omputer simulations. Usingthe average kineti energy of atoms for eah aggregatestate, we haraterize eah of those states by the meanpotential energy, i.e., we ignore the broadening of theenergy of eah luster state due to �utuations.We �rst determine the luster heat apaity and

separate its �resonane� part, the peak due to thephase transition. Aording to formula (5), we haveE = �E0 + Ksol�sol wsol +�Ewliq + Kliq�liq wliq ; (14)and beause the luster is in a thermostat, Ksol = Kliq .Assuming that �sol = �liq , we obtain the average lus-ter energy aording to formula (14),E = Ksol�sol +�Ewliq = Ksol�sol +�E p1 + p: (15)We �rst onsider the Lennard � Jones luster of 13atoms in a thermostat. We note that the anharmoniityof atomi osillations a�ets the degree of the on�g-urational exitation. Indeed, beause the anharmoni-ity is greater for the liquid than for the solid luster,the density of vibrational states inreases faster withenergy than does that of the solid, and therefore theaverage potential energy for the isothermal liquid lus-ter is higher than that for the solid. If the meltingtemperatures for the isolated and isothermal lustersare approximately equal (as they are for lusters of a.100 atoms or more), we �nd a speial exess hangeof the luster's potential energy in the isothermal asethat does not appear in the onstant-energy ase. Tak-ing the melting point Tm = 0:29D for both ases andthe orresponding kineti energies at this temperatureto be Ksol(Tm) = Kliq(Tm) � 2:9D;we �nd the exess exitation energy �E0 as a hangeof the average potential energy per atom given by�E0 = �E + Kliq(Tm)�liq(Tm) � Ksol(Tm)�sol(Tm) = �E ++Ksol(Tm) � 1�(15:3D) � 1�(11:7D)� = 3:1D; (16)where �E = 2:5D is the energy di�erene for aggre-gate states of an isolated luster at the melting point.We here assume that the anharmoniity parameter � isidential for both aggregate states of an isolated luster,and its dependene on the exitation energy is given inFig. 4. Next, the dependene of the temperature of agiven aggregate state on the exitation energy is repre-sented in Fig. 5, and, as indiated in formula (16), theexitation energies of isolated lusters orrespond to thetemperature 0:29D for eah aggregate state. Therefore,the anharmoniity of the solid aggregate state underisothermal onditions is higher than that for an iso-lated luster, whereas for the liquid state, we have adi�erent relation between these values. As a result, the1289
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18Fig. 5. Temperatures of the Lennard � Jones luster of13 atoms depending on the exitation energy (the tem-peratures of the solid and liquid aggregate states, av-erage transversal temperature, and on�guration tem-perature)isothermal phase transition requires a greater hangeof potential energy than that at onstant energy, dueto interations between atoms for the Lennard � Jones13-atom luster. Due to the anharmoniity, the energyhange for an isothermal luster exeeds that of theisolated luster approximately by 20%.We next analyze the temperature dependene of theheat apaity under isothermal onditions. We repre-sent the luster heat apaity in the isothermal aseas [53, 54℄ C = dEdT = C0 + d (�Ewliq)dT ; (17)where the �rst term haraterizes the luster's heat a-paity in the absene of the phase transition,C0 = d (Ksol=�sol)dT = d (Kliq=�liq)dT ; (18)and the resonane part of the heat apaity isCres = d (�Ewliq)dT = �E2T 2 p(1 + p)2 : (19)We here assume that the energy of on�gurational exi-tation �E and the entropy jump �S are independentof the temperature. Formula (19) leads to the max-imum Cmaxres at the melting point Tm de�ned in thisase as p(Tm) = 1. We haveCmaxres = �E24T 2m = �S24 : (20)

To aount for the temperature dependene of theentropy jump, we represent it as�S = �S0 + aT; (21)where �S0 is the entropy jump at zero temperature.At the melting point, this givesa = �Sm ��S0Tm ; (22)where �Sm is the entropy jump at the melting point.On the basis of formulas (13) and (19), we obtain theresonant part of the heat apaity:Cmaxres = �E(1 + p)2 dpdT = �E p(1 + p)2 ���d�SdT + �ET 2m � = �S2m2 � 14�S0�Sm: (23)Beause numerial alulations by the moleular dy-namis method allow one to determine the heat apa-ity maximum, this relation an be used for evaluatingthe entropy at zero temperature as�S0 = 2�Sm � 4Cmaxres�Sm : (24)We now use this formula for the Lennard � Jonesluster of 55 atoms. As our basis, we take omputersimulations of this luster in [28, 55, 56℄, whih give theparameters haraterizing the phase transition withinthe ranges�E = 15� 1; TmD = 0:31� 0:01; Cmaxres = 650� 50:From this, we have�Sm = �ETm = 48� 5: (25)On the basis of formula (24), we have�S0 = 36� 15: (26)The large unertainty here makes this result relativelyuninformative. We need a way to do better.We now determine the entropy jump at zero temper-ature from another standpoint. The energy of forma-tion of one vaany at zero temperature an be foundby omparing the total binding energies of atoms "55and "56 for the Lennard � Jones lusters of 55 and 56atoms. On the basis of alulations in [57℄ for "55 and"56, we have [43℄�" = "56 � "55 = 2:64D1290



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005 Phase transitions in simple lustersat zero temperature. The diret alulations for lowerexitations of this luster [58℄ lead to the minimal ex-itation energy 2:63D. The proximity of these valueson�rms that an exited atom transferred onto the lus-ter surfae an be treated as being well removed fromthe vaany from whih it ame. Evidently, the energyof void formation, the relaxed form, is less than theenergy �" of formation of the initial vaany. This im-plies that the number of atoms leaving the body of theluster to form voids isv � �E�" � 5: (27)Taking the number of voids in the liquid state of theLennard � Jones luster of 55 atoms to be v = 5�7, wedetermine the entropy jump at zero temperature �S0as we treat the solid�liquid transition to be a onse-quene of transitions of atoms from the outer lustershell onto its surfae. Beause of the iosahedral stru-ture of this luster, its outermost shell onsists of 42atoms, and there are 80 positions with 3-atom �hol-lows� on the surfae for atoms promoted from the outershell. A new vaany on the luster edge or surfae hasl = 6 neighboring atoms, and a vertex vaany has onlyl = 5. Therefore, if v atoms transfer onto the lustersurfae, then vl bonds are lost in the luster surfaefor atoms transferred to any of the 80 positions on theluster surfae if we assume that v transferring atomson the luster surfae do not border vaanies on theluster shell. From this, for the on�gurational exi-tation of the luster at zero temperature, we �nd theentropy jump that results from v atoms moving fromthe outermost shell,�S0 = lnCvmCv42;where m = 80 � vl is the number of positions on theluster surfae for transition of atoms from the outer-most luster shell. This formula implies that the en-tropy jump at zero temperature is�S0 = 28:5� 0:3 for v = 5;�S0 = 31:6� 0:4 for v = 6;�S0 = 32:3� 0:7 for v = 7:Thus, the entropy jump at zero temperature dependsweakly on the number of transferred atoms, and theaverage value of the entropy jump at zero temperatureis �S0 = 31� 2: (28)One an see that this value is well within the range informula (26). Beause the auray is higher in this

ase than in formula (26), we use formula (24) for de-termination of �Sm. Then formula (24) gives�Sm = �S04 +r�S2016 + 2Cmaxres ; (29)and on the basis of formula (28) and the alulatedmaximal heat apaityCmaxres = 650� 50;we obtain �Sm = �ETm = 45� 2: (30)This result, together with its validity range, is on-sistent with formula (25), but we now have a resultwith greater preision and presumably with greater a-uray. Thus the analysis of omputer simulations ofthese lusters by moleular dynamis allows us to deter-mine some thermodynamial parameters of the phasetransition within the framework of a simple sheme.Below, we analyze these results together with the mi-rosopi nature of the phase transitions.5. CHARACTER OF PHASE TRANSITIONS INSIMPLE ENSEMBLES OF BOUND ATOMSThe nature of the order�disorder phase transitionfor an ensemble of bound atoms may be understoodon the basis of the lattie model (see, e.g., [6, 59, 60℄).Within this model, atoms are loated at sites of a rys-tal lattie and interation ours only between nearestneighbors. Then the ordered state is a ompat distri-bution of atoms, whih leads to a maximum number ofbonds between nearest-neighbor atoms, and the disor-dered state with a random distribution of atoms or-responds to a maximum entropy and to a loss of someof the bonds between nearest neighbors that our inthe ordered state. The phase transition between thesestates proeeds by a stepwise hange of the total atomibinding energy and the entropy of the evolving distribu-tion. This order�disorder phase transition models thesolid�liquid phase transition for an ensemble of boundatoms, with the ordered state being analogous to thesolid state and the disordered state analogous to theliquid state. Beause this phase transition involves ahange of the atomi on�guration, the passage to thedisordered state ours by on�gurational exitation ofthe system. One an see that the lattie model foron�gurational exitation of suh a system is a simpli-�ed void model, in whih a void is onsidered equiva-lent to a vaany and additional assumptions are used.Thus, the onlusions following from the lattie model1291



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005generally apply also to the void model of on�gurationexitation.In onsidering a phase hange of lusters, we invokea ertain hierarhy of times for establishment of thevarious equilibria along the path to the overall transi-tion. We now exhibit the validity of the hierarhy oftimes in lusters that was the basis of the argument.We assume that a typial time to establish thermal(vibrational) equilibrium in lusters, �0, is short om-pared to a typial time of transition between aggre-gate states. Roughly, we have �0 � 1=!D, where !D isthe Debye frequeny. To estimate the time needed foran atom promoted to the luster surfae to move fromone position to another or to its ground-state loation,we assume for simpliity that all atom positions areseparated by idential barriers. Moreover, we take thebarrier height to be U0 = 0:56D, as it is at zero temper-ature (see Fig. 3), even though a temperature inreaseleads to a derease of these barriers. A transition ofan atom in a three-ontat hollow on the luster sur-fae may proeed in one of the three diretions througha triangular transition state, joined there to two near-est neighbors. With � denoting the transition time toa neighboring position on the luster surfae, we �ndthe mean transition time to the ground state to be 9� .Thus, under these assumptions, we infer that transi-tions between di�erent on�gurational states proeedfaster by an order of magnitude than a transition fromthe surfae to a vaany in the outer shell, normallyoupied in the solid state. This allows us to join allthe di�erent on�gurational exitations for promotionof one atom from the outermost shell onto the lustersurfae in one liquid aggregate state.We now estimate the time � of transition betweenneighboring positions on the luster surfae on the ba-sis of the Frenkel model [61℄, aording to whih thetransition ours if the atomi osillation energy ex-eeds the barrier height. Assuming for simpliity thatthe barrier has an axial symmetry, we take it in theform U(�) = U0 + 12 d2Ud�2 �2;where � is the distane from the point of the barrierminimum in the saddle plane. From this, we �nd thetransition rate� = 1�0 14�R2 1Z0 2�� d� exp ��U(�)T � == T2R2 d2Ud�2 exp��U0T � ; (31)

where T is the urrent temperature and R is the dis-tane between an atom and the saddle point. Takingd2Ud�2 � DR2for an estimate, we obtain� = 1� � 50�0 (32)at the melting point Tm = 0:29D. Thus, the hierarhyof times is as we used above.Consequently, we have three typial times that areof importane near the melting point, where the ratesof the phase transition in both diretions are simi-lar. These times are the time �0 of equilibrium es-tablishment for transversal degrees of freedom, duringwhih a de�nite vibrational temperature is establisheddepending on the aggregate state; the typial time� for transition between neighboring on�gurationallyexited states; and the typial time of transition be-tween aggregate states. The last is the longest one,but during the time � , an equilibrium is establishedwithin the liquid state. This re�ets the lability of thatstate. We note that from the standpoint of void for-mation, the ase of a 13-atom luster is speial beausethe liquid aggregate state involves formation of onlyone void in this ase. For larger lusters, the time oftransition between the aggregate states is inreased inomparison with times of transition between neighbor-ing on�gurationally exited states. We demonstratethis for a 55-atom luster, assuming that the numberof voids v = 6 is the optimal one for the liquid state.This means that the total probability for the luster tobe in any of the on�gurationally exited states withv = 5 is less than for v = 6, and for v = 4 is still lessthan that for v = 5. To reah the solid aggregate statestarting from the liquid, this luster must pass throughon�gurationally exited states with small probabilitiesof ourrene, and hene, in most histories, the lusterreturns to its initial liquid state many times and even-tually reahes the other, solid aggregate state. Thismeans that a typial time of transition between aggre-gate states is very long ompared with the time forpassage between neighboring on�gurationally exitedstates, partiularly in the ase of large lusters. Thus,the dynami oexistene of phases in lusters proeedssuh that the vibrational temperature is establishedfast, next an equilibrium is established between on�g-urationally exited states of the liquid phase, and thenthe phase transition an proeed during longer times.At zero temperature, the vaany and the relaxedvoid beome equivalent if we neglet the vaany�atom1292



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005 Phase transitions in simple lustersParameters of melting for atomi lusters and maro-sopi inert gasesLJ13 LJ55 bulk inert gasesTm=D 0.29 0.31 0.58�E=D 2.5 16� 1 0:98n(Tsol � Tliq)=Tm 0.22 0:31� 0:02 0.56�S0 5.2 31� 2 0:73n�Sm 8.6 48� 4 1:68n�S0=�Sm; % 60 65� 10 44interation. Real parameters of voids take this inter-ation into aount, and hene the relaxation has itse�et on the thermal motion of atoms upon on�gura-tional exitation. Of ourse, the lower the temperature,the less is the on�gurational exitation and the less isthe vibrational exitation as well. Evidently, the sep-aration of the on�gurational exitation from thermalvibrations of atoms that we have used is valid only atlow to moderate temperatures, and is better for lus-ters with ompleted outer shells than for others. There-fore, we use the void onept primarily for lusters withomplete shells, suh as those onsisting of 7, 13, 19,55, 147, : : : atoms. In these ases, there is a solid�liquid oexistene region of temperature and pressurewithin whih the probability distribution of the totalkineti energy is distintly bimodal [11, 26℄ for an iso-lated luster. The ourrene and persistene of thesetwo aggregate states allows us to use the approah oftwo aggregate states [44℄, whih is an analogue of thesolid and liquid aggregate states for bulk systems. Wenote that in reality, several types of on�gurational ex-itations an be observed that orrespond to exitationof di�erent luster shells [27, 28℄.Next, for some lusters with inomplete outer shells,thermodynamially stable states of on�gurational ex-itation are absent, in partiular, for lusters onsist-ing of 8 and 14 atoms [26℄, beause only a small en-tropy (and free energy) jump separates the states; thisis muh the same situation as ours with exited statesof atoms with open shells. Therefore, the real behaviorof exitations of open-shell lusters with pair intera-tions may be more ompliated than that within theframework of the void model of a luster with two ag-gregate states. Nevertheless, this model is useful forunderstanding and desription of the lusters with apairwise atomi interation.

The table presents some parameters for the liquidstates of Lennard � Jones lusters onsisting of 13 and55 atoms, whih we obtained from the analysis of theresults of moleular dynamis omputer simulations.In this table, LJn is a luster onsisting of n atomswith the Lennard � Jones interation potential, D is thedepth of the potential well, Tm is the melting point,�E is the phase transition energy for an isolated lus-ter at the melting point, Tsol and Tliq are the e�etive(kineti-energy-based) temperatures of the solid andliquid states for an isolated luster at the melting point,and �S0 and �Sm are the respetive entropy jumps forthe phase transition at zero temperature and the melt-ing point. In determining the di�erene Tsol � Tliq , weassume the heat apaity for eah aggregate state to begiven by the Dulong �Petit law.In the table, we also inlude the parameters of bulkinert gases onsisting of n atoms, whih were found[15�17; 19℄ on the basis of measured parameters of on-densed inert gases and are averaged over lassial inertgases (Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe). Then the redued entropy jumpin inert gases near the triple point is�Sm=n = 1:68� 0:03[18, 43, 62℄. Considering the entropy jump at zero tem-perature as a result of vaany formation in a solid, wethen obtain�S0 = lnCvn+v = n ln n+ vn + v ln n+ vv ; (33)where n is the number of atoms in the system, v is thenumber of vaanies, and Cvn+v is the number of waysto remove v atoms from the initial lattie ontainingn+ v atoms. For ondensed inert gases [15�17; 19℄, wehave n=v = 3:12� 0:01;whih gives �S0=n = 0:73as inluded in the table.It follows from the data in the table that in all theases under onsideration, the atomi thermal motionmakes a very large ontribution to the entropy jump atthe melting point. This e�et is very important beauseit holds down the temperature of the phase transition oreven makes it possible at all, in priniple. In addition,the thermal ontribution to the entropy jump an solvethe paradox of the phase transition, whih we now on-sider. In pratie, it is onvenient to use the Lindemannriterion [29, 30℄ for the melting point of an ensembleof bound atoms. Aording to this riterion, melting1293



R. S. Berry, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 6, 2005starts if the ratio of the amplitude of atom osillationsto the distane between nearest neighbors reahes avalue in the range 0.10�0.15. With omputer modellingof lusters, more preise riteria of the phase transitionwere introdued, using the orrelations in positions oftwo luster atoms. In partiular, this orrelation fun-tion an use the Etters �Kaelberer parameter [31�33℄or the Berry parameter [12, 34℄. These parameters areproportional to the mean �utuation of the distanebetween two atoms, whih, similarly to the Lindemannindex, falls into di�erent ranges for the solid and liquidstates; this di�erene allows us to distinguish a luster'sstate. These parameters are onneted with thermalmotion of atoms, while the melting, i.e., the lability ofthe liquid, results from on�gurational exitation of anensemble of bound atoms.One an see an apparent ontradition between thenature of the phase transition that we attribute to on-�gurational exitation and the pratial riterion signi-fying this transition, whih is based on thermal motionof atoms. This ontradition disappears when we a-ount for the in�uene of thermal exitation on the en-tropy of this transition in aordane with formula (21).The seond part of this formula aounts for the appar-ent paradox of the thermal motion in the entropy jump,and hene, if we understand the origin of the paradox,the amplitude-based riteria of the phase transition be-ome natural. The nature of this term results fromthe lower density of atoms in the liquid state and fromthe assoiated larger entropy of the atomi vibrations.Naturally, the entropy jump due to vibrations of atomsinreases with inreasing the temperature. Thus, al-though the method of alulation separates on�gura-tional exitation from the thermal motion of the boundatoms, the latter gives a ontribution to the entropyhange of the transition.We onlude that beause thermal motion of atomsgives a signi�ant ontribution to the entropy jump,this e�et improves onditions of the phase transitionor an even be a required ondition for the phase transi-tion. When we onsider a bulk system of bound atoms,we base our argument on the model in whih the liquidstate is formed from the solid state by removal of inter-nal atoms. Then the system relaxes to the liquid stateby shrinking, suh that vaanies of the rystal lattieare transformed into voids. The entropy of this on�gu-rational exitation follows from this intermediate statewith vaanies, and the void onept [14℄ desribes thephase transition. Using the void onept for the anal-ysis of the phase transitions allows one to understandits nature more deeply.

6. CONCLUSIONSThe void onept for on�gurational exitation ofensembles of bound atoms is the basis for their anal-ysis. This onept follows from a general approah ofloal minima of the potential energy surfae for an en-semble of interating atoms [20℄; a simpli�ed version ofthis approah allows us to analyze the results of lusteromputer simulations by moleular dynamis. On thebasis of this analysis, we an understand some aspetsof the behavior of ensembles of bound atoms at thephase transition in detail. In partiular, there is a dif-ferene in the transition parameters for an isolated lus-ter at onstant energy and a similar luster in a thermo-stat. The entropy jump of the phase transition inludestwo ontributions, both of whih are important: thethermal, virational motion of atoms (beause the solidstate is haraterized by a more ompat distributionand orrespondingly by a lower entropy than the liquidaggregate state at this temperature) and the on�gu-rational exitation that introdues the voids, providingthe basis of the �uidity of the liquid. The thermale�et in the entropy jump at the phase transition pro-vides the validity of melting riteria based on thermalmotion of atoms, whereas the �nature� of the phasetransition onsists in the on�gurational exitation.The void onept for on�gurational exitation ofensembles of bound atoms, interpreted with the helpof the results of omputer simulations and thermo-dynami parameters of ondensed inert gases, givesa deepened understanding of the phase transition inthese ensembles.This paper is supported in part by the RFBR (grant� 03-02-16059). R. S. B. wishes to aknowledge thesupport of a Grant from the National Siene Founda-tion. REFERENCES1. O. Eht, K. Satler, and E. Reknagel, Phys. Rev. Lett.94, 54 (1981).2. O. Eht et al., Ber. Bunsenges. Phys. Chem. 86, 860(1982).3. J. Xie, J. A. Northby, D. L. Freemann, and J. P. Doll,J. Chem. Phys. 91, 612 (1989).4. K. Huang, Statistial Mehanis, Wiley, New York(1963).5. R. Brout, Phase Transitions, Benjamin In., New York(1965).1294
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